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Management Rolls Out COVID-19 Vaccination
Programme for Workforce in Phases
Manager

for Health Services, Dr Kwesi Gyeni

He, however, admonished every employee to

Annor, has disclosed that a total of 1,247

continue

adhering

(48.3%) of the Iduapriem workforce had fully

protocols,

vaccinated against the COVID-19 pandemic at

hygiene, social distancing to ensure a covid

the end of the third phase, with 1,134 (43.9%)

free environment.

taking the first dose.

Management of Iduapriem Mine rolled out the

Speaking to Akasanoma at the end of the third

third phase of COVID-19 vaccination exercise

phase of the vaccination rollout programme on 8

for the workforce from 27 September 2021 to

October 2021, Dr Annor further indicated that

8 October 2021 as part of the nationwide

about 202 (7.8%) of the workforce were yet to

COVID-19 vaccine deployment programme.

take the COVID-19 jab.

The vaccination exercise covered employees,

Dr Kwesi indicated that management remained

contractors and their dependents who were

committed to working with the municipal health

due to receive their second dose of the

directorate to ensure the availability of adequate

AstraZeneca vaccine as well as available

vaccines and urged all employees to take

persons who were yet to receive the vaccine.

including

advantage and get vaccinated.
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Some employees taking the COVID-19 Jab

to

the

mask

other

safety

wearing,

hand
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Iduapriem Commemorates Breast Cancer Awareness
Month
The Mine commemorated this year’s Breast Cancer Awareness Month on the theme: Arise! Help
Spread Awareness.
Activities which were rolled out included: launch, media sensitisation, medical outreach programs,
free breast cancer screening for Iduapriem female employees and contractors, as well as free
prostate cancer screening for male employees and contractors above 40 years.
We present below snapshot of some of the activities.

Pictures of official launch, media sensitization and medical outreach organised to commemorate the
2021 Breast Cancer Awareness Month
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Vice Chancellor of UMaT Pays Courtesy Call on
Managing Director

Iduapriem MD, Samuel Boakye Pobee (3rd from left) with UMaT Vice Chancellor, Prof. Richard
Amankwah (4th from left) and the rest of the team

As part of efforts to strengthen ties between his

The Managing Director, Samuel Boakye

outfit and the Mine, the Vice Chancellor of

Pobee, expressed gratitude for the visit and

University of Mines and Technology (UMaT),

commended

Prof Richard Amankwah, paid a courtesy call on

professionals for the mining industry.

the Managing Director of Iduapriem Mine,
Samuel Boakye Pobee, on Wednesday, 7
October 2021.

the

university

for

training

He urged UMaT to undertake more research
activities that would be intended to solve
specific challenges in the mining sector to

The call was in response to an earlier visit by the

add value to the operations of the mining

Managing Director to introduce himself to the

companies.

University following his appointment on 1 July
He also lauded the

2021.

university for

the

introduction of certificate programmes that
Prof Amankwah was accompanied by Prof

would help train more community members

Anthony Simons, the Pro Vice Chancellor, Dr

who are interested in working with the mining

Frank

companies.

Boateng,

Institutional

Advancement

Officer and Mr T. B. Eshun, the Head of
University Relations Office.

He indicated the readiness of the Mine to
take advantage of the opportunity to train

He seized the opportunity to congratulate the
Managing Director on his appointment, stressing
that his coming into the role would add to the

visibility of UMaT as an alumnus of the
University.
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more members of its host communities.
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Managing Director Tours Tamso-Nsuta Junction
Road Project
The

Managing Director of Iduapriem Mine,

Briefing the team, Manager – Projects &

Samuel Boakye Pobee, on Tuesday, 26 October

Services, Ing. Bernard Fynn indicated that

2021, paid a working visit to the ongoing Tamso-

the contractor had completed about 90% of

Nsuta Junction Road project site to obtain

the work and was hopeful that the project

firsthand information on the progress of work.

would be handed over within two weeks from

He was accompanied by the Senior Manager –

the date of the visit.

Sustainability,

Stephen

Adjei;

Manager

–

Samuel

Boakye

Pobee

expressed

Projects & Services, Ing. Bernard Fynn, and

satisfaction with the work done and urged the

officials

contractor to ensure that the work was

of

the

Tarkwa-Nsuaem

Municipal

Assembly.

completed on schedule, bearing in mind the

The construction of the almost 0.5km road

need to maintain all the safety and quality

project is being financed by Iduapriem Mine at

standards.

the cost of about GH¢1.5 million. The road is
being fixed with pavement blocks to ensure its
durability.

traffic situation on this stretch,” said Samuel.
“On completion, we need to get the full

It is expected to ease the traffic congestion and
enhance socio-economic activities, as well as
reduce

“We can already see improvement in the

road

traffic

hazards

within

the

benefits in terms of the socio-economic
development and reduction in employee
downtimes.”

municipality.

Managing Director, Samuel Boakye Pobee (arrowed) interacting with the team during the inspection of
the ongoing Tamso-Nsuta Road Project
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Employees Undergo Ethics and Compliance Training

Supt. SOX, Audit & Compliance, Thomas Quaw (right) facilitating the Ethics and Compliance Training

As

part of efforts to uphold best industry

Facilitating the training, Superintendent for

practice and adhere to value-based principles,

SOX, Audit & Compliance, Thomas Quaw

policies and procedures, about 150 employees

urged

of Iduapriem Mine have been sensitized on AGA

familiarize themselves with all the AGA Ethics

SOX, Ethics & Compliance procedures to guide

& Compliance Procedures whilst carrying out

them in the performance of their duties.

their various work activities.

The

participants

“This training is timely; it is not meant to scare

opportunity to discuss various case studies and

you but guide you in the performance of your

seek clarification on how to conduct themselves

duties, conduct of internal relationships and

in their interactions with internal and external

interactions with external stakeholders,” said

stakeholders.

Thomas Quaw. “This programme is intended

programme

afforded

the

Areas covered included the mine’s code of
ethics;

conflict

of

interest;

whistleblowing,

the

participants

to

endeavour

to

to promote organizational transparency and an
ethical business environment.”

compliance policy, among others. They were

He further urged the participants to share what

also trained on assessing, monitoring, and

they had learnt with their colleagues and

reporting

on

the

company’s

compliance

practices in ensuring a safe, transparent, and
ethical working environment.
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admonished them to always act in the best
interest of the company.
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Breaking the Barrier: Shirley Shows the Way!
Akasanoma caught up with Shirley, the first female to be
appointed to manage the Tailings facility within the AngloGold
Ashanti Group and in Ghana, to find out more about
her personal life, success story and what her role entails.
Born and raised in Kumasi, Shirley holds a Bachelor of Science
in Civil Engineering from the Kwame Nkrumah University of
Science and Technology (KNUST).
She began her career as a Junior site Engineer at Noble Gold
Limited in Bibiani, where she was part of a team charged with
Shirley Oteng-Seifah

the refurbishment of the Process plant and the construction of a

Managing the Tailings Storage

new Crusher in 2011. She left for AngloGold Ashanti, Obuasi

Facility (TSF) in most mining

Mine in 2012 as a Geotechnical Engineer in charge of the

companies

the

Tailings Dams. Shirley worked in Obuasi for four years, six

mainly

months until she was later transferred to AngloGold Ashanti

because of the nature of the

Iduapriem Mine in July 2017 as Acting Manager for Tailings

work and the kind of discipline

Operations and later confirmed as the substantive Manager for

required. It was such a male

the same role in January 2018.

preserve

dominated

had
of

been

men

area

that

most

women would not ordinarily
venture.

Expatiating on the challenges of her role, Shirley stated
emphatically that putting the dam in good shape and managing
a field primarily dominated by men were the difficult aspects

However, in 2018 when Shirley

initially as most of the men in her team did not want to be

Oteng-Seifah was presented

managed by a woman.

with the opportunity to serve as
Manager – Tailings Operations

“However, with respect and good management principles, I was
able to overcome the initial storm,” she revealed.

for Iduapriem Mine, she boldly
accepted the challenge and
has

provided

the

right

leadership to ensure the TSF
meets all safety and related
standards to the admiration of

all, including regulators.
Shirley working on a faulty pump at the GTSF decant
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Cont’d.. Breaking the Barrier: Shirley Shows the Way!
Shirley attributed her ability to successfully

Shirley was grateful to her colleagues for the

manage the TSF to meet very high standards

support and urged other female employees to

and even receive compliments from regulators

be passionate about their jobs, be exceptional

and auditors, like EPA, MINCOM, GLOCAL

and find innovative ways of getting work done.

engineering, ICMI, IMIU, to hard work and
passion for the job.

“If you don’t have passion for your job, don’t
expect to excel on it," she emphasized.

“Being a Manager for Tailings Operations is a
big platform that requires that you consistently
spearhead investigative work required for the
TSF to accommodate additional throughput from
5.1 to 5.4 MTPA and modify discharge pipe
diameters at the Veolia Water treatment plant

Touching

what

she

wants

to

be

remembered for in the Mine, Shirley said she
wants to be known for her determination, hard

work, focus, passion for the job and being a
women empowerment champion fighting for
female involvement in the TSF operations.

that allows water treatment to increase from
7,500 cubic meters per day to 9,000 cubic
meters per day,” Shirley disclosed.

Shirley and the team on the field
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Employees Build Capacity in Basic & Advance First
Aid Training

In

a bid to promote a safer and healthier

Speaking to Akasanoma, the Manager for HR

working environment, about 66 employees of

Development, Dominic Derzu explained that first

Iduapriem Mine underwent formal Basic and

aid training had become necessary to prepare

Advance First Aid training from the 6th to the

employees for a wide range of situations and

24th of September 2021 to equip them with

give them the confidence and knowledge to deal

the skills and confidence needed to safely

with

respond

efficiently.

to

emergency

situations

or

emergencies

quickly,

correctly,

and

accidents.

“First aid scenarios and accidents can occur at

The training, which was facilitated by officials

any time, and when they inevitably do, how to

of St. John Ambulance, covered modules on

assess

how to deal with a wide variety of first aid

proactively in an emergency is very key,” said

situations, including reviving unconscious

Derzu. “The action you take by responding

casualties, administering CPR, using the

straight away could save a life or prevent a

AVP, bandaging, managing fainting, allergic

person from suffering a permanent disability.”

reactions, fracture, shock among others.

the

situation

and

act

safely

and

He, therefore, urged employees to apply the skills
acquired from the training in a wide range of first- aid
emergencies which could occur either in the
workplace or at home.

Participants attending to a casualty in a
practical demonstration
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Hazards & Risk Management (HRM 1 & 2) Training
Organised for Employees

As

part of efforts to improve

employees’

Facilitating the discussions, Manager – Safety, Eric Gyamfi

of

Appiah, underscored the need to uphold safety standards

their role in AGA’s strategy for

both at home and in the workplace. He noted that there are

managing hazards and risks on

hazards and risks associated with every task but could be

the mine, a total of 50 employees

curtailed by doing proper risk assessment and following the

have participated in a capacity

required safety procedure before undertaking any task.

understanding

building programme on Hazards
and Risk Management (HRM
1&2).

He urged the participants to apply the knowledge gained in
their daily activities and share same with their colleagues to
avoid accidents not only at the workplace but also at home.

Participants were taken through
topics such as: AGA’s Hazards
and

Risk

Management

terminologies;

Understanding

Human Errors and how they

contribute
Accidents;

to
and

workplace
the

role

of

Supervisors in AGA’s strategy for
Managing Hazards and Risks,
among others.
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Manager – Safety, Eric Gyamfi Appiah (left) facilitating the training
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Iduapriem Wins 2021 Mining Company of the Year at
4th Ghana Business Awards

AngloGold

Ashanti

Iduapriem

The Ghana Business Awards is a prestigious awards

Mine achieved another historic

programme that recognises and rewards excellence across

feat on Friday, 29 October 2021,

all sectors in Ghana. It is organised by Globe Productions in

as the company won the coveted

partnership with Graphic Business, Institute of Directors

Mining Company of the Year

Ghana, and Media General.

Award at the 4th Ghana Business

Awards held at the Kempinski
Gold Coast Hotel in Accra.

The Awards provide a platform to recognize individuals and
companies that play a significant role in the growth and
development of their business sector, while recognising the

Iduapriem Mine was adjudged

key functions within the sector that promote growth and

the 2021 Mining Company of the

sustainability.

Year

following

performance
including

in

sterling

key

aspects,

corporate

social

investment, contribution to the
economy, local content, health,
and

safety,

as

well

as

environmental management.
Then Ag. MD, Ing. Isaac Boakye Aduenin (3rd from left) and the
rest of the team with the Mining Company of the Year Award
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